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 keypoint 214   May 13, 2010: Pope Benedict before an audience of 500,000 people states,
“Whoever thinks that the prophetic mission of Fatima is concluded deceives himself.”
“May the seven years which separate us from the centenary of the apparitions hasten the
fulfillment of the prophecy of the Triumph of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, to the glory
of the Most Holy Trinity,” he also stated.  This passage and those from 2009-2010 are not
easily seen by the ordinary lay person, which seem to indicate that the period of the resto-
ration of the Church which takes place after the minor apostasy may be connected in some
way to the year 2017.  As Catholic writers say there will be The Great Apostasy which will
take place during the reign of the Antichrist, but some also believe it cannot take place
until the restoration of the Church has taken place during the ministry of the Two Wit-
nesses.  What if there is another period found in both Scripture and private prophecy
which concerns a separate falling away from the faith and which takes place before the
restoration of the Church, a “minor apostasy”?   I do believe we are in a period of apostasy
that is not the end-time of the Bible and the perspective 2nd coming of Jesus.  Benedict is
the Glory of the Olives Pope.  The Pope that came after De Labore Solis.  I for one am in
agreement with those who state that this prophecy was fulfilled in the pope’s choice of
title Benedict, as St. Benedict is associated with a branch of Benedictines. St. Benedict is
founder of the Benedictines; a sub branch, the Olivetans, have been encharged to warn and
prepare the people for the Little Apocalypse.  The prophecy clock has started and Pope
Benedict knew it.  That is why he chose the name associated with the order that has a
special duty by God.  The Sun/Oracle computer 16-Core SPARC T3 chip debuts, equiva-
lent to one billion transistors.

keypoint 215   At least 40,000 Russians died as a result of a horrible heat wave in 2010.
Same-sex marriages become ratified in Portugal on June 5, 2010, 8th nation in the worl d to
politically recognize it.

keypoint 216   Winter 2010-2011 buries the United States from central states to Big East; on
Feb. 1-2, 2011, snowmaggedon buries Chicago, Illinois.  Ice storm paralyzes Texas Feb.4
after 3 successive days of frigid temperatures; from El Paso to Rio Grande Valley.

keypoint 217   March 11, 2011: Tokyo tremor 9.0 moved Japan’s main island by 8 feet; gen-
erates tsunami waves 13-33 ft; 15,891 deaths, 6,152 injured, and 2,584 people missing,  with
228,863 people living away from their home in either temporary housing or due to perma-
nent relocation; 127,290 buildings reported totally collapsed, with a further 272,788 build-
ings ‘half collapsed’, and another 747,989 buildings partially damaged; lasted several min-
utes and damaged Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plants; complete with fires and radiation leaks.

keypoint 218    May 1, 2011, bin Laden is killed.  10th year war depleting U.S. Treasury.

keypoint 219   May 2, 2011, a day after beatification of John Paul II, he was reinterred
within St. Peter’s Basilica in the Chapel of St. Sebastian above ground, in violation of explicit
orders of March 13, 1992 by Bl. John Paul II to be buried in the ground and not in a sar-
cophagus.

keypoint 220    Author Christopher Ferrara of The Secret Still Hidden not only sells over 50,000
copies in print, but receives an endorsement in the Aug-Sept 2011 issue of Inside the Vatican,
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where it is reported that editor Robert Moynihan and the late Arch-
bishop Pietro Sambi, Papal Nuncio to the United States, were dis-
cussing the 3rd Secret of Fatima and the response of Bertone, which
was that there was nothing more to be revealed. Archbishop Sambi
told him, as related in the article between Moynihan and Sambi,
“‘Excuse me.’
He got up and went out of the room, and came back with a book.”
“Do you know this book?” he asked Moynihan.
It was a copy of The Secret Still Hidden by Chris Ferrara.  But,
Moynihan then posed this question, “You are the Pope’s represen-
tative in the U.S. and you are urging me to read a book that ques-
tions what the Secretary of State wrote?”   Sambi told him: “All I
am saying is that there are interesting things worth reading in this
book.  And in the end, we are all after the truth, aren’t we?  The
truth is the important thing.”

keypoint 221   Passage from Nostradamus’ 1558 letter to the King of France, in reference to
a person who will chase and vanquish the 3rd A/C: proceeds from the 48th˚, “will make a
transmigration, chasing away the abomination of the Antichrist, who will make war upon the

On July 9, 1962, a nuclear explosion was conducted
in outer space, about 240 miles above Earth.
Energy in the form of light, heat, and vast amounts
of x-rays and gamma rays was released.  The flash
(right) was captured above Honolulu, 1,445 km
away.  (Below) Lightning bolt struck the dome of
St. Peter February 11, 2013, at 5:55 pm. Did you
know that on Oct. 26, 1958, the Cardinals elected
Federico Cardinal Tedeschini as Pope at 5:55 pm.
Then he got moved out so to speak and John XXIII
became Pope, Oct. 28.  Planned Chinese moon city.

Cardinals Jorge Bergoglio and Tarcisio Bertone.
Bergoglio became Pope Francis I.
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royal persons of the Pope....”  So, if we notate keypoint #118, we can conclude the arrival of
the next A/C and a time-frame of when the dethroner of this A/C shows up on the world
stage: the big question is, will the dethroner (savior of Christianity?) battle this A/C before,
after or during the destruction of the 7-hill city?  And, a Great Miracle?  Is the revolting
punishment on the 7-hill city part of the chastisement?  In the end, the Judge will judge the
people.  And from our tip-off via another Marian apparition, it is due after the Great Miracle
which will be televised.  The punishment “would be worse than having fire on top of us, fire
underneath us and fire all around us.”  In those times, the messages of warnings are glowing,
terrible wars, anarchy, decapitation of Christians, decapitation of moral-standards, wicked-
like weather and climate.

keypoint 222  Account of historic proportion of weather in 2011: As if to highlight the
importance of worsening weather thesis, syndrome, God’s punishment, coincidence, weather
array—call it what you will—veteran Director of National Weather Service (NWS) old timer
big-shot Jack Hayes makes claim he had never seen a year like 2011 with every conceivable
type of weather,  By the way, one must mention 2004, the year of record winds, was almost
toppled in 2011.  One aspect in 2011 were the tornado counts which made it to 1,704, but
did not topple the record of 2004: 1,722.  The prediction of Major Dames about 2004 amaz-
ingly still stands.

keypoint 223  Megastorm Sandy hits October-November 2012.  It severely affects quite a
number of people, over 60 million people.  Weather worsens.

keypoint 224   First President of the United States elected (reelected Nov. 7, 2012) who forces
nation to remove Biblical barriers considering immorality of homosexuality, ordering to ini-
tiate a political change and acceptance of homosexuality as normal way of life.  A beacon for
the homosexual-Lesbian community.  An act of nationwide anti-Catholic policy. Microsoft
unveiled the Xbox One Main SoC chip, equivalent to 5 billion transistors.

keypoint 225      Feb. 11, 2013: Leader of 1.2 billion Catholics, Pope Benedict XVI announces
will retire; a great lightning bolt struck the dome of St. Peter.

keypoint 226      Feb. 15, 2013: sudden burst of large burning meteor at hypersonic speed over
Chelyabinsk, Russia.

keypoint 227   Benedict resigns as Pope Feb. 28, 2013.  GLORY OF THE OLIVES POPE
ENDS HIS PAPACY.  In the Lignum Vitae the following is a separate line and curiously enough,
it is also a paragraph of its own: “In the final persecution of the Holy Roman Church, there
will sit,”  PETRUS ROMANUS, as enumerated in Alert For Times.   Cardinal Bertone, fluent in
Spanish, French, German and Portuguese, follows The Glory of the Olive and is temporarily in
charge, acting head of state of Vatican City.

keypoint 228    Petrus Romanus follows The Glory of the Olive and during this time, according
to St. Malachy, the flock of Christ will feel many tribulations after which “the seven-hill city
will be destroyed and the dreadful Judge will judge the people.”

keypoint 229    Pope Francis I elected new pope March 13, 2013.
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keypoint 230    April 15, 2013: During Boston Marathon, two Muslim brothers exploded
bombs killing 3 civilians and injuring some 200; in subsequent shoot-out, police were killed.
Leader of the Chechnya Republic said those suspects have nothing to do with Chechnya.

keypoint 231    The secret diary of Sister Lucia is released in book form: A Pathway Under The
Gaze of Mary, Biography of Sister Maria Lucia of Jesus and the Immaculate Heart O.C.D. including a
vision by Lucia of a flame-like lance coming from outer space and wrecking havoc and de-
struction on the Earth.  All major English news media missed reporting it.

keypoint 232    June 23, 2013: Franciscan Father, Francois Murad, is shot along with two
other people (not beheaded as originally believed), by Muslim jihadists in Gassanieh, north-
ern Syria.

keypoint 233   June 28, 2013: A crowd of 3 million were in Copacabana Beach in Rio de
Janeiro as Pope Francis celebrated the final Mass of his visit to Brazil.

keypoint 234   October 12, 2013: Tens of thousands gather in St. Peter’s Square Rome for the
recitation of the Holy Rosary and Mass and the welcome of the statue of Our Lady of Fa-
tima—it is only the 11th time since the original statue (made in 1920) was
removed from the Portuguese Marian shrine.  All summer, press statements
had touted that the Holy See would do a consecration.  Amidst the people
was Rev. Gruner praying his Rosary when Dominic Giani, Chief of Vatican
security, and an undercover guard named Alexandrino, both in plain clothes,
sternly ordered the old priest to refrain from any approach of the Pope as he
was being watched; over the weekend Gruner’s staff and volunteers had handed
out 50,000 issues of L’Ossevatore di Fatima with copies of Il Tempo to the public
telling the story of Fatima with details.  (Rev. Gruner, in white beard, passed
away in 2015 RIP.)

keypoint 235   Pope Francis on Sunday, October 13, 2013, conducted a ceremony before
some 150,000 people gathered in St. Peter’s Square. At the end of Marian Day, Vatican Radio
and the National Catholic Register (U.S.) declared: “Pope Francis Consecrates World to the Im-
maculate Heart”.  However, the prayer Pope Francis recited on Oct. 13th did not mention
anywhere “Immaculate Heart”; neither were these words recited in his declaration: the “world”
or “Consecraton”. [Actual prayer by Pope Francis is found at the end of this compendium.]
The Fatima question of consecration arose because if done as requested by the Blessed Mother,
a period of peace would be granted to the world.  IS THE WORLD IN PEACE?

keypoint 236    Nov. 8, 2013: Super Typhoon Haiyan (aka Typhoon Yolanda) one of the
strongest storms recorded on the planet, struck the Philippines; killed at least 6,300 people
in that country alone; about 11 million people affected.

keypoint 237      Dec. 14, 2013: China spacecraft lands on the moon and launches lunar rover.

keypoint 238   Popes John Paul II and John XXIII declared Saints in a joint ceremony on
April 27, 2014, despite John XXIII having only one official miracle attributed to his interces-
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sion.  He was not canonized by the Congregation for the Cause of Saints; no second miracle
was attributed to his intercession, but was named a saint due to the proposal of Pope Francis
I. First time in centuries a saint was proclaimed without the need for a 2nd miracle and
without even being made a martyr.  Since 1963, the Vatican could not find a second miracle
attributed to him.  John Paul’s first miracle was the curing of a 49-year old French nun Sister
Marie Simon-Pierre Normand from Parkinson’s Disease; the second was the recovery of a
brain illness for a Costa Rican woman who prayed to him.  Pope Francis also names anti-
Fatima heretic monk Enzo Bianchi as Consultor of the Pontifical Council for the Promotion
of Christian Unity in July; Bianchi believes the Mother of Jesus is “not a suitable model for
the promotion of women in the Church.”  He twists the importance of Maria as a “stupid
idea.” And, he pronounced Our Lady of Fatima’s apparitions a “swindle” in the sense that a
God “who talks about the persecuted Christians, but forgets the six million Jews annihilated
in Germany is not a credible God,” according to him   He and Cardonnelo are labeled as
grotesque Catholics when they denounced Fatima as an expression of “a God of Catholic
racism”.

keypoint 239   Dec. 31, 2014: A prayer Guide on the devotion of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary distributed to 300 pastors in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles by Fr. Andrew Apostoli.

keypoint 240    Pope Francis I ventures in 2015 to the Philippines, where he said an outdoor
Mass for record six million people in Manila on January 18, surpassing the then-largest papal
event at World Youth Day 1995 in the same venue 20 years earlier. Heavy rains pounded the
city ahead of the Mass.

keypoint 241   Feb. 15, 2015, a video surfaces of ISIS savagely beheading 21 Christians on a
beach in Sirte, west of Tobruk.

keypoint 242   Based upon a secret diary of Sister Lucia, Pathway Under The Gaze of Mary,
Biography of Sister Lucia of Jesus and the Immaculate Heart O.C.D is published in English.

keypoint 243    In an area dominated by Juarez Cartel and barrio Azteca, Anapra and Puerto
Palomas sectors, 8 miles or so south of El Paso, Texas, Mexican intelligence sources discov-
ered operations of ISIS, April 2015; areas are within distance of Fort Bliss, U.S. Army base,
Alamogordo, White Sands Missile Range, several regional universities, Deming, El Paso and
the electrical power facilities near Anapra and Chaparral, New Mexico.

keypoint 244   Flames of war grow in 2015 as civil mayhem accelerates nationwide, worst
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cases in Kansas and Baltimore; in one instance, a person shoots an unarmed black man in the
back.  The world also witnesses the birth and the growth of ISIS terrorism, and the world
weeps more.  Dota addiction among teenagers.

keypoint 245    Maj. Dames on Coast To Coast AM, May 28, 2015, made a notorious statement
that ISIS had announced that they have enough money to purchase a Pakistani nuclear weapon.

keypoint 246   Pope Francis visits the United States Sept. 22-Sept. 27, 2015, arriving first in
Washington DC, then New York City, and Philadelphia.  First time a Pope addresses joint
session of Congress and the UN.

keypoint 247   Oct. 23, 2015: Hurricane Patricia achieved record peak intensity with max
sustained winds of 215 mph before making landfall near Cuixmala, Jalisco, Mexico; large-
scale disaster was averted as it hit mainly rural areas.

keypoint 248    Nov. 13, 2015: Three teams of Muslim suicide attackers strike Paris and sub-
urbs killing 130; 368 people were injured.  Two ISIS attackers detonated their suicide vests,
one near a soccer game (Germany vs France).  The deadliest attacks on France since WW II.

keypoint 249     Dec. 2, 2015:  An armed couple attack social service center in San Bernardino,
Calif. killing 14 and wounding 17.  The Muslim couple were pursued and killed in gun
battle.

keypoint 250    Historic blizzard with hurricane-force winds strikes eastern region of the
United States, Jan. of 2016; affects some 105 million people. 25 storm-related deaths.

keypoint 251   Jan. 7, 2016: Posing as an asylum-seeker from Iraq or Syria, a Tunisian
Muslim attacks police officers with a meat cleaver in Paris, France.   West Philadelphia police
are attacked by Edward Archer wearing a white robe, who later confessed he did it in the
name of Allah.

keypoint 252    Jan. 30, 2016: Rome’s Circus Maximus saw hundreds of thousands conduct a
massive rally against a proposed new bill which would allow same-sex unions across the
country of Italy.

keypoint 253   March 22, 2016: Three coordinated suicide bombings in Brussels, Belgium
kill 35 and injure over 300 people.  The strike without warning is the deadliest act of terror-
ism in Belgium’s history.  ISIS claimed responsibility for the attacks at the airport and a
metro train in the center of the city.

keypoint 254    April 6, 2016: A thoughtful plan that is neither ambitiously precise or short,
and offers nothing to “unconfuse” adds more than a mere idea of dialogue when a new
document on Catholic moral theology is released by Pope Francis I, called Amoris Laetitia (the
Joy of Love); in essence an unprecedented approach in the treatment of disordered acts, in-
cluding homosexuality, adultery, fornication, in which morality can be depended on each
person’s unique conscience and theoretically, morality can have an infinite disbursement, a
new program of fidelity to God, but not that new because in past decades was called “situa-
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tion ethics” and which was historically condemned by Pope Pius XII.

keypoint 255   May 11, 2016: Italian parliament approved a law recognizing same-sex civil
unions, married or unmarried, with 372 voting in favor, 51 against and 99 abstaining.  Ma-
jority of Italians still oppose same-sex marriages.  Prominent gay figure Tim Cook, the CEO
of Apple, approved it.

keypoint 256  Via a May 12, 2016 letter written by Professor Alice von Hildebrand to Rev.
Brian W. Harrison, disclosed in One Peter Five, it is related that Sister Lucia stated the final
battle between the Lord and the reign of Satan will be about “the sanctity of marriage and
the family.”

keypoint 257   In a controversial blog May 15, 2016 One Peter Five, a disclosure is made con-
cerning The Third Secret of Fatima, a description written by Dr. Maike Hickson about his
phone conversation with Rev. Ingo Dollinger, who told him of the meeting between himself
Dollinger and then Cardinal Ratzinger in 2000, when the Third Secret was made public and
that it differed to what Ratzinger had revealed to him a prior decade before.  In 2000, Ratz-
inger told him there is more than what was revealed to the public in 2000.

keypoint 258    May 21, 2016: an unsigned Vatican Press communiqué is released denying the
May 15 description by Dr. Hickson.

keypoint 259    As of June 2016, Sunway TaihuLight is the fastest supercomputer in the world.
A Supercomputer is not in how many million instructions per second but by quadrillion op-
erations per second (floating-point operations per seconds, FLOPS).  Sunway registers 93
PFLOPS.  Red China possesses 167 of top 500 fastest in the world.  The U.S. is second at 165.
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keypoint 260   July 12, 2016: Dozens of people were injured in Nice, France when a maniac
Muslim drives his truck through a crowd celebrating Bastille Day; 86 people are killed.

keypoint 261   July 27, 2016: While saying Mass in a Normandy church, two ISIS Islamo-
Nazi terrorists burst into the church and cut the throat of French priest Jacques Hamel as
parishioners watched in horror.

keypoint 262   Aug. 6, 2016: A machete-wielding Muslim Algerian, shouting “Allahu akbar!”
attacks police in Charleroi, Belgium injuring 2 policewomen.  ISIS claimed responsibility.

keypoint 263   Aug. 17, 2016:  An odd cadenza appears of things to come when Pope Francis
I  lends a heavyweight muscle to the appointment of a bishop who believes in the advance-
ment of gay men into the seminaries, Bishop Kevin J. Farrel to lead the newly created Pon-
tifical Council of the Laity, the Family and Life; Farrel had once appointed a homosexual as
a parish priest, but the mistake was corrected and that pro-gay priest was sacked.

keypoint 264  Authors Grzegorz Gorny and Janusz Rosikon publish Fatima Mysteries, Mary’s
Message to the Modern Age in Polish in 2016, a beautifully illustrated book on Fatima.  Pub-
lished in English in 2017.  It is one of the best written and researched books covering the last
100 years.

keypoint 265   Dec. 19, 2016:  The first mass casualty attack on German soil when a truck
deliberately plows through a market in Berlin killing 12 and injuring dozens.

keypoint 266   Jan. 17, 2017: A special telephone interview is conducted between Giuseppe
Nardi, editor of a German Catholic website and a close friend of Dollinger, a Gottfried
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Kiniger from Austria, who collaborates the story of Dollinger and his description of his
meeting with former Cardinal Ratzinger.  Dollinger stated to Kiniger what Ratzinger told the
priest in 2000, “What we have published is not the whold secret.”

keypoint 267    Feb. 3, 2017: Attack in Louvre Museum by Muslim with machete on a tourist
VISA.  United States National debt: $19.9 trillion.

keypoint 268   Mar. 22, 2017: A native British of Muslim faith kills 4 and injures over 50
people of 12 different nationalities, 1 dead was an American tourist, as he mows down pedes-
trians near Palace of Westminster in London, then crashes into railings of Parliament, whips
out his knife stabs a police officer before being shot to death.

keypoint 269   April 10, 2017: During Easter and Passover (with a Full moon) in Jerusalem,
the moon is inside the center of Virgo as is Jupiter, the moon highlights Jupiter that is inside
Virgo.

keypoint 270   May 13, 2017:  Pope Francis canonized Francisco and Jacinta Marto in a
special ceremony in Fatima; the youngest non-martyrs to ever be declared saints.

keypoint 271   May 22, 2017 a 22-year old college drop-out British Muslim detonates a
shrapnel-laden bomb during a music concert in Manchester, England, 23 adults and children
killed and 116 injured; Britain’s worst terrorist attack in over a decade.

keypoint 272   June 1, 2017:  The Legislative Assembly of Ontario, Canada passed Bill 89
going beyond normal child protection laws, amends a parent’s right of caring for a child’s
“education and religious upbringing” enacted to “direct the child or young person’s educa-
tion and upbringing, in accordance with the child’s or young person’s creed, community
identity and cultural identity,” in essence, constructs a social order of removing religious
faith of parent whereby the State gives support to any child who wishes a sex change identity
for his/her new gender expression.  Bill 89 gives power to Ontario courts to legally remove
any child from the parent.

keypoint 273    June 3, 2017: Barbaric strike without warning, an attack near London Bridge
by three Muslim men in a van who run over people then high tail it out and begin stabbing
folks on the streets and in a pub; 7 killed, dozens injured.

keypoint 274    July 4, 2017: North Korea fires a rocket in a test capable of reaching the U.S.

keypoint 275    August 17, 2017: In a nightmarish scene in a crowded tourist spot in Barce-
lona, Spain, a Muslim terrorist drives a van over pedestrians, 13 dead including children.
Driver escapes.  A second terror attack follows in Cambrils, Spain.

keypoint 276    August 21, 2017: The moon eclipses the Sun which is in the Leo Constella-
tion.  This solar eclipse was mainly over the United States.

keypoint 277    August 25, 2017: Hurricane Harvey made landfall as a Category 4 hurricane
northeast of Corpus Christi, Texas; it claims 75 lives, but it becomes the costliest hurricane in
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U.S. history.  Corpus Christi translated into English is the body of Christ.

keypoint 278    Sept. 3, 2017: North Korea conducts what many suspect a Hydrogen explosion.

keypoint 279    Sept. 8, 2017: Pope Francis I secretly signs on the feast of the Nativity of the
Blessed Virgin Mary an apostolic letter (motu proprio) that will replace the renowned John
Paul II Institute for Studies on Marriage and the Family, 2 days after the founding president
of the Institute Cardinal Carlo Caffarra passes away.  In essence, it knocks out Saint John
Paul II’s teachings and interrelated Church magisterium claiming it as part of “the past”, yet
in n.3 of Magnum Matrimonii sacramentum, John Paul had foreseen new ideas of interdiscipli-
nary perspectives and had already granted legal authority regarding an “order that the truth
about marriage and family would be investigated with an increasingly scientific method...a
scientific formation in both philosophy and theology...human sciences, so that their pastoral
and ecclesial ministry might be carried out more suitably and effectively for the good of the
People of God.”  Yet, motu proprio will force the document of Amoris Laetitia onto all theological
synopsis. [See keypoint 254]. Eleven days later the Pope formally established the new academic
replacement keeping part of the name: John Paul II Pontifical Theological Institute for Mar-
riage and Family Sciences.  This is a gigantic change in the Catholic Church for all statues of
the original institute founded by St. John Paul II “cease to exist”, and there will be no hold-
ing back pro-homosexuality forces from entry, disseminational religious functionality and
proliferation worldwide, translation: a new so-called Christian community will exist beyond
mere awareness, a distinct renovation for the anthropological-cultural situation.  Pope Bene-
dict XVI warned about sins within the Church, keypoint 213.

keypoint 280    A megastorm, Hurricane Irma, with the power and size of 2 Hurricane Andrews
strikes through the Caribbean and then hits Florida as a category 4 for hours over the weekend
of Sept. 9; 17 million under a hurricane warning; more than 50 people were arrested for looting
in Miami.

keypoint 281    Sept. 15, 2017: A homemade bomb is set off in a London subway car.  ISIS again
claims responsibility.  Dozens burned.  No one killed.  North Korea fires an intermediate missile
setting alarms in Japan.  Korean leader Kim Jong Un vows to continue his nuclear arms detona-
tions despite new UN sanctions.  According to NBC Chief Foreign correspondent Richard Engel,
Jong Un “has carried out more missile tests than his predecessors combined.”  On Sept. 18,
Chinese banks began to cease financial services and loans with North Korea.

keypoint 282   Sept. 19, 2017: A magnitude 7.1 earthquake struck Mexico City less than two
weeks after another powerful quake (8.1) struck off the coast of Mexico; thus far over 230 dead.
Hurricane Jose, the 10th named storm and fifth hurricane spared Caribbean and headed for U.S.

keypoint 283   Sept. 20, 2017: Hurricane Maria, the 13th name storm, hits Puerto Rico with
winds of 155 mph after ravaging Dominica.  Hurricane Jose turns into a tropical storm and
spares East Coast except for the rain; Jose and Maria translated into English is Joseph and
Mary.

keypoint 284   Reference to Revelation 12:1 appears on Sept. 23, 2017: “a great sign appeared
in heaven: A woman clothed with the Sun, and the Moon...” whereby the constellations Leo
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and Virgo are aligned on this date in the same manner as Rev. 12:1; with 12 stars at the head
of Virgo and the moon at the feet and constellation Serpent below Virgo; 3 planets appeared
to form part of the cluster of “stars”, namely Mercury (Gabriel), Venus (Jesus) and Mars,
among other coincidences of what St. John foretold in his Book of the Apocalypse, so unbe-
lievable.

keypoint 285   Oct. 2, 2017: Mad gunman Stephan Paddock opens fire on people in an open-
air music festival in Las Vegas killing 59 and injuring a further 527; worst attack in recent
U.S. history.

keypoint 286   Oct. 7, 2017: With wind gusts of 120 mph Hurricane Nate hits Louisiana.

keypoint 287   Oct. 12, 2017: Asteroid 2012 TC4 travelling at 40,000 mph, larger than the
Chelyabinsk meteor which exploded over Russia, passed between the moon and earth be-
tween 4,200-5 k away.  New Yorkers were closer to the object than to Tokyo.

keypoint 288   Dec. 4, 2017-Jan. 12, 2018: Wildfires strike Ventura-Santa Barbara, California,
burned over 281,000 acres (440 sq. miles); killed 23, destroyed over 1,000 edifices; Thomas
Fire forced 104,607 residents to evacuate.

keypoint 289   Jan. 25, 2018: Premier of The Vatican Deception in Toronto, Canada, an objective
investigative film on the crisis in the Vatican, exposes contradictions regards what Vatican
released about Fatima prophecies; denotes geo-political consequences for all of humanity not
just Catholics.  Film is not released in dvd or blur-ray as of Dec. 31, 2018.

keypoint 290   June 3, 2018: Baseball-size lava rocks rain down after Volcan de Fuego erupts,
Guatemala; about 200 lives were lost.

keypoint 291  July-Aug. 2018:  Large wildfires erupted across California, mainly the North,
some 1,600 edifices destroyed.

keypoint 292   Sept 28, 2018: Magnitude 7.5 earthquake hits Indonesia, triggered a 20-ft high
tsunami and landslides, accounting for over 2,000 deaths.

keypoint 293   Oct. 10, 2018: Hurricane Michael smacks Florida after whipping through Mexico,
first Category 4 hurricane on record to make landfall in the Fl. Panhandle, catastrophic
winds knocked out power to over 1 million people; 1 mile south of Panama City, 129 mph
wind gusts were reported near Tyndall Air Force Base.

keypoint 294  Oct. 20, 2018:  As of date, 22 named storms in Eastern Pacific Basin, of which
12 account for hurricanes; 9 major; it brings in a late El Niño arrival.  Five were long-lived
storms, lasting 10 or more days

* The Brown Scapular is part of a religious habit belonging to the Carmelite order. Devotion for the Scapular of Our Lady
of Mount Carmel was born in the 13th century when, after having been chased from Palestine by the Saracens, the Car-
melite brothers encountered great difficulties in getting established in Europe and maintaining themselves there; in fact, it
was during those tragic times that St. Simon Stock, elected Prior General of the Order in 1247, had, a few years later an
apparition of the Blessed Mother presenting the Scapular to him as a sign of salvation for his brothers.
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keypoint 295 Nov. 8, 2018: Wildfires hit L.A. and Ventura counties, burned 96,000 acres;
killed 3, 1,600 edifices destroyed; the Woolsey Fire component forced 295,000 residents to
evacuate.

keypoint 296  Nov. 16, 2018: Deadliest and most destructive wildfire in California history begins,
to date burned 153,336 acres, killed 86, destroyed over 18,000 edifices; an urban firestorm
engulfed Paradise, Calif.  A total of 8,434 fires marked Calif. in 2018 with 1,890,438 acres
burned; over $3.5 billion in damages.

keypoint 297  Nov. 30, 2018:  Magnitude 7.0 earthquake, Anchorage, Alaska.

keypoint 298  Dec. 17, 2018: Maj. Dames relates on C-2-C to the audience of George Noory,
that upon closer study, there was a substantial number of deaths inside a hidden North Ko-
rean complex, the collapse in the tunnel complex of Mt .Mantap on September of 2017.  This
is the last precursor to the kill shot he had been talking about for years, he claims.  That is a
tremendous statement if correct.

keypoint 299  Oct. 13, 2017: EWTN releases on YouTube: Message of  Fatima Ep7 (55mins

keypoint 300  May 3, 2020: EWTN in conjunction with the Vatican releases on YouTube “The
Secret of Fatima explained (Part 2)”,  (26mins) excellent description on 3rd Secret, includes
the final meeting between Sister Lucia and Card. Bertone; but, totally excludes

keypoint 301   Dec. 17, 2018: M
WORLD HISTORY AXIOM: unrealized by many, the decade of the 90s is the start of a xeno-
phobic-anti-Western-Culture-amorphous-Muslim war begins; initiated by cells of bin-Ladenm
extension carried by fanaticd Islamo-mm of every age.

2013 Pope Francis attempts new consecration. IF I COUOLD IMPOSE ON YOU TO
VISIT ME
2014 Rare dual declaration of new saints in a joint ceremony.

unrealized by many,    changed size to 11.6
Dec 11-19, 2006  The important Gulf  Stream temporarily falters in the Atlantic.
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The beliefs of those who want real war stretching it in the
name of Allah versus the believe in Our Lady of Fatima.
Upper right is Brother Michael.

The curtain also fell on 30
Ethiopian Christians.  Their
only crime?  They  were
Christian.  Scene of memorial
services in Ethiopia. What can
stop such atrocities? Our Lady
of the Rosary can stop them.
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THE  ACT  OF  ENTRUSTMENT  TO  MARY
Pope Francis:

October 13, 2013

Blessed Virgin Mary of Fatima, with renewed gratitude for Your maternal presence we unite our
voice with that of all the generations who call You blessed.

We celebrate in You the great works of God, Who never tires to incline with mercy on humanity,
afflicted by evil and wounded by sin, to heal it and save it.

Accept with the compassion of a Mother the act of entrustment which today we make with
confidence, before this Your image to us so dear.

We are certain that each one of us is precious to Your eyes and that nothing which dwells in our
hearts is unknown to You.

Let us reach Your sweet gaze and receive the consoling caress of Your smile.

Guard our life in Your arms: bless and strengthen every good desire; revive and foster faith;
sustain and illumine hope; create and enliven charity; guide all of us in the path of holiness.

Teach us Your same preferential love for the small and the poor, for the excluded and the
suffering, for sinners and the lost: gather all under Your protection and give all of us to Your
beloved Son, our Lord Jesus.

French King Louis XIII is best remembered for
maintaining religious freedoms, the 30 years war
and the expansion of France into the America’s, but
he also did something quite unusual in 1638, he put
his absolute trust on Maria, the mother of God for
the birth of a royal heir.  For 24 years there had been
no heir to the throne but he did a vow of consecraton
of his person, his family and the nation of France to
Our Lady of the Assumption, and Louis XIV was
born.  This was also an era of witch-hunting, stemming
from medieval witchcraft, satanism and the Black
Mass. The wife of the lover of Louis XIII’s mother,
after she was kicked out from the realm, was burned at
the stake. To your right is an illustration of Witches’
Sabbath by Martin van Maele.


